
solar powered...'off grid'

tool interfaces with solar 
charging station

can this be done in kit form for 
educational/classroom purposes?

this could be fun, thought 
provoking, catalytic as well 
as 'magnetic'...a tool for 
improving family time

this could be a product that 
facilitates a new set of: 
games, spiritual practices, 
classroom tool 

this product has a variable 
'respiration rate' via a timed 
light pulse that changes in 
proximity to a person as well as 
additional units

functional

'magic wand' (task mode)

'security blanket and night light' (sensory mode)
for kids

keychain light/emergency light (task)

self defense weapon? (task)
for adult

Not unlike the pulsing light on a 
macbook, the ReKindling would 
slowly pulse in a range of 30 to 40 
BPM when by itself (sensory 
mode)

single unit
interactive gathering place

place of calming refuge

symbol of energy indepen-
dence and conservation 
(Earth Day model)

Not unlike the pulsing light 
on a macbook, the ReKin-
dling would increase the 
rate of its pulse when more 
units were present until 
they were all 
'flickering'...not unlike a fire 
with individual flames

multiples

would people move towards the equator?

would there be a geothermal craze?

would there be no more internal combustion engines?

burn bans?

spike in 'raw food movement?'
is fire obsolete?

What if there was NO fire?

Can illumination change behavior?

How is lighted with spiritual and religious practices?

field of light therapy?

what is the power of 
illumination?

Why not a candle?

What happened to the times 
when we would regularly sit 
around a fire and talk?

Why is this cool?

VISUAL INCENSE!!!

questions

"imagine if we just turned off all the lights "

fire and flame is both attracting and repelling...can this dynamic be pushed?

parenting is tough and this could be a passive tool to help in the process of bedtime preparation

transcendental experiences meditative and trance inducing 
qualities of light

sleep aide!

ephemeral
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